
























 
 

Gore Galore 
PO Box 87 

Cynthiana, IN47612 
PH: 812-622-0088 

E-mail: info@gore-galore.com 
Orders: toby@gore-galore.com 

 

2019 Price List 

                                              
The Preferred 

Ordering Methods  
1. Use our online Shopping 

Cart. 
2. Simply email us at 

info@gore-galore.com with  
 
 

We accept: Visa, Master Card,
AMEX, Paypal, Checks, 
Wire Transfers, and Money 
Orders 

Ordering Methods: 
1. Give us a call at 812-622-0088 

2. Send us an email w/any questions you may have. 
You can then submit payment however you see fit. 

Our Pay Pal ID is:Sales@gore-galore.com 
3. Use our online shopping cart. 

 
GIANT COSTUMES 

Best when used with SCREAM CUBE portable audio system $598.  

All costumes include stand. 

    CS1104 The Wraith 
Animal skull head, LED eyes, scythe like arms, black tattered cloak, stands 10’ tall with an arm span of over 10’, head 
looks left and right. $2975 

    CS1105 Zombie Lurker Oversized zombie costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, includes feet, and has a working jaw.  $2975 
    CS1107 Squeaker the Clown Oversized clown zombie costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, includes feet and has a working jaw. $2975 

  CS1109 The Reaper A 10’ Grim Reaper with poseable skeleton hands, black tattered cloak, and has a working jaw.  $2975 
  CS1112 Curmudgeon Oversized creepy old man costume with hand punched hair, head turns left and right, and has a working jaw. $2975 

  CS1115 The Creeper Animal skull head with LED eyes, skeletal hands, black and red tattered cloak, stands 10’ tall with an arm span  
of over 10’, head looks left and right. $2975 

  CS1120 Scare  “O” Jack Scarecrow with a Jack O Lantern head and LED eyes, stands 10’ tall, head looks left and right. $3152 
  CS1122 Monkey Bone V2 Skull with tentacles hanging from lower jaw, LED eyes, skeletal hands, stands 9’ tall, and has head bob movement. $2975 

  CS1124 Beelzabubbles Oversized clown troll costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, and has a working jaw. 1 piece flame retardant 
costume includes stand for easy in and easy out. Being 9’ tall, it is the perfect match for Squeaker. $2975 

  CS1125 Goblin Oversized goblin costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, stands 9’ tall, and has a working jaw.  $2975 

  CS1126 Swamp Hag V2 Oversized swamp hag costume, slimy and ready to haunt your swamp scene. Head and arm movement is amazing, stands 
9’ tall and has working jaw. $2975 

CS1127 Cthulhu  Oversized Cthulhu costume. Slimy and ready to haunt your swamp scene. Head and arm movement is amazing,. $2975 
CS1129 Mantigma Animal skull head with LED eyes with praying mantis like arms, black and brown tattered cloak, stands 9’ tall.  $2975 
CS1131 Banshee The banshee costume, great head movement, LED eyes, and knives for fingers.   $2975 
CS1133 Gorus V2 The bloody bull with LED eyes and spine ripping through its fur, stands 7’ tall. $2975 
CS1136 Gas Mask Maniac Oversized gas mask killer with left/right head movement, green LED eyes, and other LEDs for detail, stands 9’ tall. $2975 
CS1137 Cletis Clown Oversized inbred clown costume, great head movement, fashion conscious stud, stands 9’ tall. $2975 
CS1139 Village Rat Oversized rat costume with head and jaw movement, stands 8’ tall. $2975 
CS1140 Rot Zombie Oversized zombie costume with head movement, stands 9’ tall. $2975 
CS1142 Dollacaust Oversized post apocalyptic baby doll / cyborg hybrid. Stands 9’ tall. $2975 
CS1144 Netherspawn Oversized netherworldly creature in search of souls, stands 9’ tall. Head movement with jaw movement. $3152 
CS1145 Harvester Oversized 10' creepy Scarecrow. Head movement, Resin and Led Eyes, and jaw movement $2975 
CS1146 Krampus Oversized 10’ Krampus. Head movement. Resin and LED eyes, and jaw movement $3152 
CS1147 Netherlord Oversized 10’ Demon Character. Head movement. Resin and LED eyes, and jaw movement $3152 
CS1148 Nightspawn Oversized 10’ Bat Creature. Resin and LED eyes, and jaw movement $3152 
CS1149 Ol Scratch Oversized 10’ Devil. Head movement, resin, and LED eyes, and jaw movement $3152 
CS1150 Medusa Oversized 9’ Medusa. Head movement, LED eyes,  $2975 
CS1151 Goat Priest Oversized 9’ Goat. Head movement, LED eyes, and jaw movement $3152 
CS1152 Bill E. Goat Oversized 9’ half barnyard goat, half hillbilly offspring. LED eyes and jaw movement $3152 

  
COSTUME UPGRADES 

CU1402 Belt Extension This allows us to add much needed waist size to any oversized costumes. $25 

MSC709 Scream Cube Battery operated actor worn 2 button, up to 16 randomly selected WAV tracks, sound system intended to be used  
with our oversized costumes. $598 

MSC709mt Costume Mounted  
Scream Cube 

Battery operated costume mounted 2 button, up to 16 randomly selected WAV tracks, sound system intended to be used 
with our oversized costumes. $598 

MSC734 LED Eyes Amber LED eyes $10: red, blue, green, white, purple are $15. All come with 18” leads and 9 volt battery terminal. These 
can also be wired into and controlled by the scream cube at no additional charge. $10/$15 

MSC740 LED Eye FX Board Amber, red, blue, green, white, purple $25. 9 volt battery terminal. 6 functions: random  
eye blink, strobe, fade, strobing and fading, fade strobe fade, and constant on $25 

Item # Name Description Price



 
 

GIANT PHOTO OPS 
(any giant costume can be made into one) 

PO101 Evil Ent 10ft static tree beast! Add your logo and use for making money and viral marketing! LED Eyes $3610 
PO102   Lycan 10ft static full bodies beast from beyond. Sure to go viral. Be sure to add your logo in the pics $3720 
PO103   Beelzebubbles 9ft static clown from down town. Go ahead… get close for a picture $2975 
PO104   Krampus 10ft static naughty child hunter.  The yin to Santa’s yang $3124 
PO105    Swamp Hag 9ft static mistress of the swamp. Fit a whole group around her for amazing photos $2975 

 
SCARE STANDS 

(any giant costume can be a made into a scare stand) 
SS101 Evil Ent SS Large and in charge tree spirit, actor controlled animatronic Hybrid. Don’t eat an apple from this tree $4675 
SS102 Lycan SS The newest innovation in actor controlled animatronic hybrids. Sure to induce urination $4775 
SS103 Beelzabubbles The clown from down town is ready to cause a few nightmares with precious demeanor $4475 
SS104 Krampus Bad kids get the switch. Get to close and he’s sure to drop you in his snatch sack $4575 
SS105 Swamp Hag Don’t let her seductive smile fool you. She will reach out and gobble you up like a Scooby Snack $4475 

 
ACTOR ILLUSIONS 

AL1801 Saw Table Illusion Actor operated saw table. Saw spins, and moves back and forth, false leg kicks. Includes E3 controller and speaker $6000 
AL1802 Munch O Matic Actor operated Munching Drum table. Drum spins. Includes E3 controller and speaker $4440 

AL1803 Shredder Actor Prop Foam wood chipper with blood and guts, insert actor here! $1368 

AL1803sp Shredder with Speaker Foam wood chipper with AP-16 sound board and speaker $1938 

AL1804 Pendulum Table Actor operated Pendulum table. Pendulum swings. Includes E3 controller and speaker. Insert actor here. Gross! $3990 

 
GRABBERS 

AOA638 Zompyre Actor operated zombie vampire head with hands mounted on a track with audio and pneumatic jaw control  $4332 
AOA643 Silverwolf Actor operated wolf man head with hands mounted on a track with audio and pneumatic jaw control  $4880 
AOA644 White Zombie Actor operated white zombie specter head with hands mounted on a track with audio control $4070 
AOA646 Mr. Tickles Actor operated UV clown head with hands mounted on a track with audio and pneumatic jaw control  $4332 
AOA653 Morty Actor operated zombie head with hands mounted on a track with audio control $4070 
AOA654 Rotten Candy Actor operated Demon Clown head with hands mounted on a track with audio and pneumatic jaw control $4332 
AOA659 Ghoul Grabber Actor operated Ghoul head with hands mounted on a track with audio and pneumatic jaw control $4332 

 
ACTORMATRONICS 

Includes audio sound board. Best when used with 200 watt speaker.  
AOA612 Bone Goat Head Actor operated pneumatic giant goat head mounted on a track with audio control  $3755 
AOA614 Ancient Evil Actor operated pneumatic giant ancient hound head mounted on a track with audio control  $4075 
AOA617 Slither Actor operated pneumatic giant snake head mounted on a track with audio control  $4075 
AOA618 Rabeast Actor operated pneumatic giant rat head mounted on a track with audio control $4075 
AOA621 Hellhound Actor operated pneumatic giant hound head mounted on a track with audio control - UV paint $3755 
AOA622 Crocosaurus Actor operated pneumatic giant crocodile head mounted on a track with audio control  $4075 
AOA624 Honkers Actor operated pneumatic giant clown head mounted on a track with audio control. $3755 
AOA632 Elemental Dragon Actor operated pneumatic giant dragon head mounted on a track with audio control  $4075 
AOA634 Wild Gore Actor operated wild boar mounted on a track with audio control $4075 
AOA647 Gorehound Actor operated pneumatic giant demon hound head mounted on a track with audio control  $4290 
AOA649 Possum Actor operated pneumatic giant opossum head mounted on a track with audio control  $4075 
AOA650 Bad Seed Actor operated pneumatic giant jack o lantern head mounted on a track with audio control $4826 
AOA652 Demon Goat Actor operated pneumatic giant black goat head mounted on a track with audio control $4075 

 
TRACK SYSTEM UPGRADES 

MSC747 10" Speaker 200 watt powered speaker. This Speaker has several inputs, gain control, EQ, clipping led. The best bang  
For the buck to take any sound to the next level. Works beautifully with our Audio control board. 

$300 

MSC761 8" Speaker 150 watt powered speaker. This Speaker has several inputs, gain control, EQ, clipping led. The best bang  
For the buck to take any sound to the next level. Works beautifully with our Audio control board. 

$200 

MSC751 UV Paint Custom UV paint job for your animated track system  $299 
 

SMALL ACTORMATRONICS 
AOA651 Eelien Small Actormatronic Alien Head, cable operated jaw, with led eyes and audio control. NO track or pneumatics $2052 
AOA655 Wharf Rat Small Actormatronic Rat Head, cable operated jaw, with led eyes and audio control. NO track or pneumatics $2052 
AOA656 Viper Small Actormatronic Snake Head, cable operated jaw, with led eyes and audio control. NO track or pneumatics $2052 
AOA657 Small Goat Small Actormatronic Goat Head, cable operated jaw, with led eyes and audio control. NO track or pneumatics $2280 
AOA658 Mud Dragon Small Actormatronic Snapping Turtle, cable operated jaw, with led eyes and audio control. NO track or pneumatics $2052 
AOA660 SMALL CROC Small Actormatronic Croc, pneumatic operated jaw with LED eyes and audio control. NO track needed $2622 
AOA661 KILLER WOLF Small Actormatronic Wolf, pneumatic operated jaw with LED eyes and audio control. NO track needed $2622 

  
LASER SWAMP CRITTERS 

(any small actormatronic can be on a critter cart) 
LSC101 SWAMP CROC Lifesize croc that lurks beneath the laser swam.  Pneumatic jaw, LED eyes and built in sound $3122 
CC101   CRITTER CART Add any of our small actormatronic heads to these carts.  Works great on smooth floors and with laser fog $555 

 
HEADS OUT THE WAZOO 

H427 Stephanie head Mutilated severed head for those who love gore $142.50 
H430   Bolts and chains Gory female severed head with bolts in the eyes and chains in the mouth  $142.50 

MPZ1309ZH Fleashrot Zombie Head Your choice of My Pet Zombie head decapitated and sold separately. Be careful, it may still be moving      $154 
#DOPE Dope on a Rope We can take any one of our severed heads or My Pet Zombie heads and mount on a rope handle as an actor prop      $175 

 



 
 

SCABBAGE PATCH KIDS 
SPK101 LOBSTER BOY Collector Lobster Boy side show legend doll. Resin cast head and limbs with handmade clothes   $175 
SPK102   ELEPHANT MAN Collector Elephant Man doll.  Resin cast head and limbs with handmade clothes    $175 
SPK103 PIN HEAD Collector Pin Head side show legend doll.  Resin cast head and limbs with handmade dress       $175 
SPK104 SIDE SHOW SET Get an extra 10% off when you buy the set of all 3 sideshow dolls $472.50 
SPK105 GORE GALORE “FRANK” 

BUST 
Resin cast hand painted Gore Galore mascot “Frank”       $175 

SPK106 IZZY DOLL       Need a creepy sidekick to talk to you when your lonely? Izzy understands       $143 
 

GRUMPKINS 
(Foam Grumpkins for indoor use or Resin Grumpkins for outdoor use) 

GP101 PERVIS (foam) Ol Pervis sure is a looker! Great medium sized pumpkin with a whole lot of character $155 
GP101R   PERVIS (resin)   $189 
GP102 BRENT (foam) Brent has issues.  Great medium to small pumpkin for many years of love.      $135 

GP102R BRENT (resin)       $165 
GP103 FLOTSAM (foam) Rejected by most, Gore Galore embraced this loveable large Grumpkin from the first time we met him      $155 

GP103R FLOTSAM (resin)       $189 
GP104 SINISTER PETE (foam) Sinister Pete is just a mischievous lil booger. Extra small for when size doesn’t matter.      $65 

GP104R SINISTER PETE(resin)       $80 
GP105 HAPPY JACK (foam) Just the type of Grumpkin you would trust with your kids…  NOT!!!      $55 

GP105R HAPPY JACK (resin)       $68 
GP106 LIL BOO (foam) This mini Grumpkin listens to every word you say. Hope he can keep a secret.      $45 

GP106R LIL BOO (resin)       $55 
GP107 SAM HEINOUS (foam) Sam Heinous should not be trusted. For a medium sized Grumpkin, he sure is trouble      $135 

GP107R SAM HEINOUS (resin)       $165 
GP108 LI’L CRUMPIN PUMPY (foam) This is your Grumpkin on drugs. Any questions? Fantastic medium sized static prop.      $167 

GP108R LI’L CRUMPIN PUMPY (resin)       $205 
GP109 GRUMPKIN FAM (foam) Buy the whole fam damily and get a 10% discount      $820 

GP109R GRUMPKIN FAM (resin)       $1004 
GP110F GOGMAGOG (fiberglass) A jumbo Grumpkin sold only in fiberglass for outdoor use. He’s like a GOG in a china shop.      $1334 

 
CADAVERAMA 

C225     Skinned Alive Bloody skin of a corpse hanging on a rusty meat hook and chain. 5 skins to choose from. $228 
C226     Gnarly Natalie Heavy duty foam Flat backed blank female decapitated corpse that can be customized in many different ways. $840 
C227      Shredded Corpse            Heavy duty foam Nasty shredded victim female corpse, flat on the back  $840 
C228   Shredded Legs Heavy duty foam  Nasty female corpse legs, flat on the back  $299 
C229 Daisy Dukes Heavy duty foam  Nasty shredded victim female corpse in short shorts w skeletal arm and slit throat, flat on the back $840 

C230 Intestinal Fortitude Heavy duty foam Nasty shredded victim female corpse with hollow stomach and intestines surrounding allowing the  
actor to pull yuck out of the stomach and show to your customers, flat on the back $840 

C231 Rib Heavy duty foam  Nasty shredded victim female corpse w ribs exposed, flat on the back $840 
C233 ½ Male Torso Gory ½ male torso stump on a hook $382 
C235 Male Autopsy Male body with chest ripped open and organs exposed $840 
C237 Gory Legs Gory male legs bound and bloody $399 
C238 Eviscerated Male body with eviscerated stomach so intestines have spilled out, face also destroyed $840 

 
COMPLETE SCENIC PACKAGES 

SD101 Cannibal Kitchen Package All the nastiest props to achieve a great cannibal kitchen or Butcher scene. It makes decorating easy. All you 
have to do is Place the props and go. 

$3039 

SD102 Slaughterhouse Package Great props to do any cannibal slaughterhouse or butcher scene. It makes decoration easy. All you have to do 
is place the props and go. 

$4295 

SD103 Female Cadaver Package 5 of the nastiest female cadavers you have ever laid a knife on. Great for any gore scene or a great addition to 
our Cannibal kitchen or slaughterhouse scene. 

$3635 

SD104 Male Cadaver Package Male cadavers, head on a rope, and other nasties to decorate a butcher scene or slaughterhouse. $2893 
SD105 Zombie Horde Package Horde of 10 zombies of your choice. $6475 
SD106 Deadite Details Package Nasty little gory touches that will make any living room ooze of cannibal creepiness. $2980 
SD107 Barrel Topper Package 12 Barrel Toppers $2910 

 
SCENIC DETAILS 

GD1401 Bucky Guts Flat backed latex internal organ’s           $175 
GD1405 Face Plaque A skinned face mounted on a wooden plaque. We can use any face of zombie or corpse.         $85.50 
GD1420 Severed Arm Severed arm L or R flat on the back         $70 
GD1421 Severed Leg Severed leg L or R flat on back         $80 
VP109 Egg Pod Static, organic, egg pod, fully painted         $295 
VP110 Maggot Static maggot with resin teeth, fully painted         $295 

 
WALL DECOR 

WD101 BLOOD BAT (foam) Handsomely sculpted blood bat for indoor use. Cover your neck!      $175 
WD101R BLOOD BAT (resin) Same sculpt just run in resin for outdoor use. Still cover your neck!      $220 
WD102 VITRUVIAN BROS These brothers add a wonderful ambiance to any room. Cast in foam, simply hang on a wall.      $775 
WD103 Rotten Wall Sconce Add light to any doorway with this wall sconce with it own hand to hold it.      $285 
WD104 EELIEN WALL PLAQUE Look at whut I caught ma! He ain’t gonna probe me no more.       $556 
WD105 VIPER WALL PLAQUE This trophy snake wont be bothering my lil dog Princess no more.       $556 
WD106 MUD DRAGON PLAQUE He’s a snapper. Caught him with my own 1 and 1/2 hands      $556 
WD107 TOO YOUR DOOM SIGN (foam) Great sign to show your customers the way. Foam for indoor use      $110 

WD107R TOO YOUR DOOM SIGN (resin) Fantastic sign to show the way to your customers. Resin cast for outdoor use      $135 
 
 
 
 



 
 

HEAD LAMPS 
HL1604 Rotten Head Lamp A rotten human skull Lantern with battery operated leds built in. Heavy metal handle. $239 
HL1608 FAT JACK HEAD LAMP Fresh human head carved into a jack o lantern with battery operated leds built in. Heavy metal handle. $239 
HL1610 CHUBBY CHESTER HEAD LAMP Chubby clown with shredded mouth Lantern with battery operated leds built in. Heavy metal handle. $269 
HL1613 SANTA HEAD LAMP Decapitated Santa Head wrapped in Christmas lights. Heavy metal handle. $269 
HL1614 ROTTEN RONNIE HEAD LAMP Rotting Decapitated Human Head Lantern with battery operated leds built in. Heavy metal handle. $239 
HL1615 O’FACE PUMPKIN LAMP  $239 
HL1616 SCARY FACE PUMPKIN  $239 

 
DEADITE DETAILS 

DD1601 Pot Belly Stove A Big Fella Torso turned into a pot belly stove.         $1368 
DD1602 Otto Man A male torso turned into an ottoman to rest your tootsies. $840 
DD1603 Lazy Boys A trio of brutalized mummies turned into the details of comfy couch.  $840 

 
MY PET ZOMBIES 

Life-size poseable zombies, splits at the torso, comes with laser cut bases. Costuming options are limitless. 
MPZ1301     Hangman Zombie Well, he’s just hangin’ around. $675 
MPZ1302     Barf Zombie Life-Size poseable zombie with an upset stomach.  $675
MPZ1303     Tongue Lashing       He will talk your ear off if you are not careful, and then eat it. $675
MPZ1304     Pop-Eye Zombie He eats his spinach. $675
MPZ1305     Shotgun Zombie Zombie with his brains blown out. $675
MPZ1306 Shut your Mouth Zombie with eyes gouged out and mouth sewn shut.  $675
MPZ1307 Richard Neck Bizzness guy zombie.  $675
MPZ1308 Mr Squishy Bottoms Back from a watery grave! $675
MPZ1309 Fleshrot The official Fleshrot who hungers for BRAINS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! $675
MPZ1310 Crispy Christie Female zombie burnt to a crisp. $675
MPZ1311 Burnt Ernie Male zombie burnt to a crisp. $675
MPZ1312 Creep Just plain creepy. $675
MPZ1313 Bill Gluttony Complete with bloody apron and meat clever. $675
MPZ1314 Rotten Ronnie Decayed and rotten just the way you like it. $675
MPZ1315 Ol Nasty Clown This nasty old clown makes John Wayne Gacy look like a boy scout. $675
MPZ1316 Brain Biter I want brainsssssssssss! $675
MPZ1317 Brainless Brad Removable cranium and exposed bloody brain. $675
MPZ1318 El Zombo Wide open eyes and mouth, better to see and bite you with. $675
MPZ1319 Onryo The name means resentful spirit. Female zombie dressed in nightgown with bare feet. $675
MPZ1320 Decapitated Dan Decapitated zombie. He may be headless, but he is ready to party. $675
MPZ1321 Pierce Sr. He may only be Freddy’s cousin but he is just as dangerous. $675
MPZ1322 Sea Monster Exclusive “Sea Monster” character as featured in the film “Hellaphone”. $675
MPZ1323 Possessed Female possessed zombie. You certainly can’t say nobody is home. $675
MPZ1324 Deathanie Mutilated female zombie. She may not have been through a meat grinder but she looks like it. $675
MPZ1328 Fu Manchu Zombie with a Fu Manchu mustache. $675
MPZ1329 Twisted Chris Zombie with neck broken and facing back in straight jacket and sporting a mullet. $675
MPZ1330 Chained Insanity Female zombie in straight jacket, chained and angry. $675

MPZ1332 Pappy  Male zombie – Pappy the happy zombie.  $675

MPZ1333 Pestilence Male zombie – Rotting for your love. $675

MPZ1334 Mr. Happy Male zombie – if you’re happy and you know it BITE MY FACE! $675

 
SHRUNKEN HEAD 

SH101 SHRUNKEN ED Everybody could use a little Ed! $50 
SH102   SHRUNKEN MARSHA Marsha, Marsha, MARSHA!!! Fun little prop to hang from anywhere $50 

 
CANNIBAL KITCHEN 

KIT1500 Gore Grinder Over 6’ tall prop, heavy duty foam, grinder mounted to heavy duty hand built table with screaming body  
sticking out of the grinder, gore coming out of grinder and falling into a nasty wash tub. One piece prop. 

$1368 

KIT1501 Leg of Pam Severed leg of Pam sliced and bloody on a chopping block. Cast in heavy foam. $160 
KIT1502 Fried Eggs and Sam 2 fried eggs and bloody face of Sam in a small rusty frying pan. Cast in foam. $150 
KIT1503 With a Little Chianti Brain sliced with fava beans in a large frying pan. Cast in foam. Our nod to Silence of the Lambs. $160 
KIT1504 Tonguesofsumyunguy Bowl of bloody tongues. Cast in foam. $160 
KIT1505 Stue Stew Pot with female severed head, and carrots, potatoes, fingers, ears, and eyes. YuMMM! Cast in foam.  $183 
KIT1506 Chuck Roast Roasting Pan with severed head with apple in its mouth surrounded by carrots, potatoes, and bones. $183 
KIT1508 Finger Noodle Plate Nasty plate of noodles with a finger. Cast in foam.        $45 
KIT1509 Ear Noodle Plate Nasty plate of noodles with an ear. Cast in foam.        $45 
KIT1510 Stue Bowl 1Fingers Bowl of stew with fingers, eyes and ears. Cast in foam.        $45 
KIT1511 Stue Bowl 2 Ears Bowl of stew with fingers, eyes and ears. Cast in foam.        $45 
KIT1513 Butchered Gory Severed Head sliced and bloody on a chopping block. Cast in foam.        $199 
KIT155 I HEART YOU SKILLET Heart, intestine and an eye of newt for that special someone in your life.        $125 
GD1409 Bag “O” Gore 2lb bag of gore for detailing of scenes        $35 
GD1410 Toe Jam Gore Tray Severed foot on a food service tray        $65 
GD1411 Finger Food Gore Tray Severed hand on a food service tray        $65 
GD1412 Flesh Rollups Gore Tray 1 lb of flesh on a food service tray        $25 
GD1413 Brain Food Gore Tray Bloody brain on a food service tray        $65 
GD1419 Super Gore Tray Package A set of all five gore trays $177 



 
 

 
MERCH 

Merch1701 Full Frank 3x4 Sticker Gore Galore’s “Frank” in all his glory $2 
Merch1704 Gore Galore Shot Glass Gore Galore’s “Frank” shot glasses $8 
Merch1705 Gore Galore Bumper Sticker Black and White Bumper Sticker $4 
Merch1706 Frank Pint Glass Have a pint with ol’ Frank from GG $15 
Merch1707 Cofefe Tumbler Keep cofefe warm again! $18 
Merch1708 20 YR Coozie Celebrate 20 years with a cold bev coozie $2 
Merch1712 Frank Patch Gore Galore “Frank” patch $4 
Merch1713 GG Patch GG Circle patch $4 
Merch1714 Frank Enamel Pin Gore Galore’s Logo “Frank” head chewing on a Gore Galore Bone $8 

 
BARREL TOPPERS and GORE PILES 

GD1406 Bone Barrel Topper 50 gal bloody bone foam panel placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be full of gore.         $250 
GD1407 Floater Barrel Topper 50 gal foam panel that is placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be a man drowning in blood.         $130 
GD1422 Intestine Barrel Topper 50 galbloody intestines foam panel placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be full of gore.         $250 
GD1423 Severed Heads Barrel Topper 50 gal bloody severed heads foam panel placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be full of gore.         $350 
GD1424 Spilled Heads Barrel Topper 50 gal bloody decapitated heads foal panel placed onto the opening of a toppled barrel.          $375 
GD1425 Bucket of Ears Foam bucket of spilled severed ears you throw on the floor. Easy way to gore up a scene.          $149 
GD1426 Skull & Brains Bucket Topper 5 gal bloody skull and brain foam panel placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be full of gore.         $100 
GD1427 Arms & Legs Barrel Topper 50 gal bloody arms and legs foam panel placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be full of gore.         $275 
GD1428 Hand & Foot Barrel Topper 5 gal bloody hands and feet foam panel placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be full of gore.         $100 
GD1433 Spilled Brain Barrel Topper 50 gal bloody foam brains placed onto the opening of a toppled barrel.          $375 
GD1434 Brain Barrel Topper 50 gal bloody brain foam panel placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be full of gore.         $350 
GD1435 Barrel of Guts 17 gal bucket of guts and gore, includes bucket.         $350 

GD1406gp Bone Gore Pile Pile of bone gore you throw on the floor. Easy way to gore up a scene.         $265 
GD1423gp Severed Heads Gore Pile Pile of bloody severed heads you throw on the floor. Easy way to gore up a scene.         $365 
GD1426gp Skull & Brain Gore Pile Pile of bloody skulls and brains you throw on the floor. Easy way to gore up a scene.          $115 
GD1427gp Arms & Legs Gore Pile Pile of bloody severed arms and legs you throw on the floor. Easy way to gore up a scene.         $290 
GD1428gp Hand & Foot Gore Pile Pile of bloody severed hands and feet you throw on the floor. Easy way to gore up a scene.         $115 
GD1434gp Brain Gore Pile Pile of bloody foam brain pile you throw on the floor. easy way to gore up a scene.          $365 

 
 

WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION (ACTOR PROPS) 
Ours aren’t real either. Latex and foam hand held actor weapons 

WMD1207 Big O Pipe Heavy duty foam actor hand-held brutal head bashing pipe. $175 
WMD1209 36” Pipe Wrench Heavy duty foam actor hand-held 36" rusty pipe wrench ready to back some brains, just not as easily as the big one. $175 
WMD1211 Bone Saw Heavy duty foam actor hand-held Dr.’s big and nasty bone saw. $175 
WMD1214 Death Blow Heavy duty foam actor hand-held almost 6' tall rusty blade ready to slice and dice. $280 
WMD1215 Death Blow Amputee Heavy duty foam actor hand-held double blades bandaged to a shopped off amputee arm stump. $420 
WMD1216 Brain Basher  Heavy duty foam actor hand-held 48” rusty Pipe Wrench ready to bash some brains. $315 
WMD1217 The Cleaver Heavy duty foam actor hand-held giant rusty and bloody cleaver ready to hack some bodies up. Over 5' tall  $280 
WMD1218 Slip on Chainsaw Blade Foam slip-on chainsaw blade, fits 16-18” chainsaws. $175 
WMD1221 The Claw Post-apocalyptic claw. $320 
WMD1222 Bludgeoned Arm Mace Post-apocalyptic hand mounted mace weapon. $175 
WMD1224 Hook Amputee Post-apocalyptic hand mounted amputee hook arm. $360 
WMD1225 Eviscerator Post-apocalyptic hand mounted serrated saw blade arm. $360 
WMD1227 Giant Axe Heavy duty foam actor hand-held giant double-sided axe. $280 
WMD1228 Pendulum Axe Heavy duty foam actor hand-held giant pendulum axe. $280 
WMD1229 Short Brain Hammer Just a little knock on the head is all it’ll take with the puppy.  Wood handle, foam head. $175 
WMD1230 Long Brain Hammer Same hammer, just a ton more reach.  Wood handle, foam head. $195 
WMD1231 Long Double Brain Hammer Double the skull cracking power for real hard heads. Wood handle, 2 foam hammer heads. $225 
WMD1232 Quad Baton Brain Hammer Twirl this baton for maximum carnage.  Two heads on each side of the wooden handle. $315 

 
SCENIC DESIGN 

SD108 SKULLY A big ol skull with a big ol personality! Hang him in your entrance. Great for photos and digital marketing. $4500 
SD109 SWAMP SHACK Made with real wood! Everyone needs a place to curl up at night. Full façade for swamp, hillbilly or voodoo scene $13,400 
SD110 PILLAR 2 PACK Large pillars to define your entrance or path. Set of 2 $3310 
SD111 GHOUL PILLAR TOP For when you need something really cool to put on your pillars… or anywhere else your heart desires. $850 

 
UNDEAD APPAREL 

Small, Medium, Large, XL $15, XXL $17, XXXL & XXXXL $18 
Merch1702 Frank Face t-shirt Gore Galore’s Logo T-shirt. Frankenstein Zombie head chewing on a Gore Galore Bone $15 
Merch1709 Ghoul Grabber t-shirt Great original design by one of our fantastic artists. $15 
Merch1710 Skully t-shirt Another new design for this year by another of the Gore Galore artists $15 
Merch1711 20yrs t-shirt Celebrate over 20 years of Gore with this commemorative T. $15 
Merch1703 Gore Galore Beanie Gotta keep that brain warm.  Cold brain taste awful. $18 
Merch1704 Frank Trucker Hat Cause everybody needs a cool trucker hat! $18 
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